August 1999 Rider memo
Date:

August 27, 1999

To:

Odyssey 2000® Registered Riders and Staff

From:

Tim Kneeland & Associates, Inc.

Re:

Odyssey update and tons of stuff

August Memo
Time flys. Since June’s Memo was rather brief, we decided to write a rather lengthy and
detailed August Memo. We have packed it full of information, details, observations and
answers to many of your questions. We hope you will find it most helpful.
Ready or not, Odysseyʼs on its way
For TK&A, and we expect for you as well, time seems to be increasing its velocity towards our
kickoff on January 1, 2000. We also expect that many riders have occasional doubts about
what they have gotten themselves into, and everyone is wondering whether they really will
be able to get their life in order to meet us in Burbank on December 30. No worries, somehow
it will all get done before our rapidly approaching departure.
We know most people are psyched
It’s great to hear from all you Odyssey riders who are so psyched to be part of such an
extraordinary adventure. Most can’t wait to get started and profess they are flexible and
ready to roll with whatever adventures and misadventures the world dishes up. Good on ya
mates. You won’t be sorry.
My (Tim) personal theory on preparing for Odyssey and dealing with the all its unknowns is
to worry as little as possible. Worry does nothing to help and everything to distract from
the joys of preparing for and anticipating the departure of our 32,000 kilometer, 45 country,
6 continent, year long rockin’ adventure. So, in the words of someone who sings better than I
hum, “don’t worry, be happy”.
Courage Classic
Last weekend we completed our eighth annual Courage Classic for Mary Bridge Children’s
Hospital’s Child Sexual Assault Clinic. Five-hundred and forty-three riders participated
along with a staff of 150 plus. It was a super weekend and the ride went extremely well.
Thirteen Odyssey riders and four Odyssey staff rode and raised money “for the kids”. The
weather was gorgeous. Sorry you missed it.
Wheeling Washington
Want to know what Odyssey will be like? If you are not signed up, consider Wheeling
Washington 99™ from September 12 to 18. Call for details and pricing if you have misplaced
your other flyers. If you are wondering how TK&A will be running Odyssey this is your last
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chance before the big kickoff. Don’t forget, your Odyssey discount makes this ride very
affordable.
Memo schedule
We fully understand the importance and need for communicating all types of information to
Odyssey riders and staff. Our primary tool, of course, is via the Rider Memos. Rider Memos
are the only vehicle TK&A uses to “mass” communicate information to riders and staff. And,
of course, we continually address individual requests for information and clarity via phone
calls, letters and e-mail.
Our original hope was to accelerate the Memo frequency to a monthly schedule late in 1999.
Unfortunately, the reality of life on the road makes this ambitious plan virtually impossible
for us to meet. Hopefully, everyone will understand Karen-Ann and my time constraints and
roll with the flow. We will try to write at least two more full on Memos and mail them in
October and early December.
Also, be on the lookout for a couple of mailings independent of the memos to hit your mailbox
between now and December 30, 1999.
Traveling? Keep track of TK&A mailings
TK&A is not in a position to keep track of anyone’s pre-Odyssey travel schedules. It is your
responsibility to keep in touch with TK&A’s office to insure you receive, and can respond to,
any important information in a timely manner. Thanks for your help here.
Electronic memos are not going to happen
As mentioned above, TK&A never distributes mass rider and staff information over the
internet. This is a choice we made for a couple of reasons. The first is easy, not all Odyssey
riders are wired. The second is a bigger concern of TK&A’s. We are extremely reluctant to
have our copyrighted and proprietary information in a format that is so easily forwarded and
distributed to others. We have experienced abuses before and we don’t want to deal with them
this close to the beginning of Odyssey.
If you see info on the web that looks or sounds “official” and/or comes from TK&A, it doesn’t.
No one has received permission to distribute information from TK&A over the internet. If they
have, they have done it without our permission. Always use caution when making decisions
about preparing for Odyssey from advice received from other people. Though folks are well
intended, they are not always “Odyssey” accurate with their opinions. If you make any
incorrect decisions based on what you have heard, they could prove costly for you to fix
down the road.
If you have a specific question, please contact us directly for a personal answer. If it’s a
question we should address for all Odyssey riders and staff, we will do so in the next Memo.
Odyssey rider names distributed by an Odyssey rider
As everyone knows, TK&A considers the list of Odyssey riders highly confidential and treats
it accordingly. We do not distribute the list so any individuals or companies can solicit
business or support for a particular cause.
However, one of the Odyssey riders distributed the entire rider list of names to Crate Works
Transport Systems, a bike box company in New Hampshire. We have discovered who it was and
have discussed the ramifications of the deed. Not only did it demonstrate bad judgement, it
also jeopardizes a trust between everyone involved in Odyssey. We actually consider giving
the names of any Odyssey rider to a third party a breach of trust and each participant’s right
to privacy.
Disturbing feedback
This is a very tough issue for us, and we want to be careful not to blow anything out of
proportion. Since the advent of the “one-list”, TK&A has received lots of positive feedback
from Odyssey riders that they have enjoyed the connection made with the other riders. We
have also been told that most of the information on the list has been positive. This type of
comment, of course, has led us believe that some of the information out there is not positive.
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We never worried much though, since you can chalk-up a certain amount of negativity to
people just being people.
However, during the past three months, an alarmingly high number of people have made
unsolicited comments to TK&A about the problems we are going to have with several people on
the “one-list”. When asked why, they commented on the amount of negative material and
“whining” going on by a few people over the internet.
To even think that people are having a problem with TK&A is a big disappointment to us, since
we are literally spending our entire life (and the lives of our staff) to prepare the best
possible experience for every single person involved in Odyssey 2000®.
We certainly understand and respect a person’s right to express concerns or disagree with
the decisions TK&A has to make about Odyssey. We also know some people tend to express
their opinions as facts, instead of their personal thoughts. If you have a problem, concern or
reason to “whine”, please address them to TK&A. We are probably the only ones who can
answer your question correctly.
One thing is clear, TK&A has to live with the decisions it makes for an entire year. Therefore,
we have no interest in making any participant, let alone all Odyssey participants, miserable
for any part of 2000.
Please remember, TK&A is totally committed to designing a super route and providing the
level of service each of you signed on to receive. If you have questions about what or why we
are doing something the way we are, please have the courtesy to ask TK&A, not folks who can
only guess what our intentions are. Try the phone, it’s quick, easy, free (1-800-433-0528),
interactive and gives us a chance to know each other better. If the office staff can’t answer a
question, they will find out and get back to you or ask Karen-Ann or me to contact you.
So, since all opportunities for refunds have expired, who are we?
The dust has settled almost completely, and we don’t expect much more attrition.
Surprisingly, we have had 9 people drop who had their fees fully paid. It just shows how
complex it is to prepare for such a major undertaking. We hope to recruit a few more folks
before we depart Pasadena…time will tell! If we don’t, no problem.
The following is a current snapshot of the Odyssey rider group:
1. Two-hundred and thirty (237) are fully paid registered riders.
2. Here is the detail on how many registered in each year: 1993=2, 1994=16, 1995=83,
1996=57, 1997=32, 1998=26 and 1999=21.
3. The extended payment program has expired and no one is making any payments. It’s
$36,000 for everyone at this point.
4. The group has 123 (52%) men and 114 (48%) women.
5. The current age breakdown is as follows: under 20=2, twenties=14, thirties=29,
forties=63, fifties=84, sixties=39, seventies=5 and one unknown.
6. The average age will be 49 when we leave.
7. The median age will be 52.85 on Jan. 1, 2000.
8. The youngest will be 18 and the oldest 79 when we depart. Our 79 year will turns 80
in Sept.
9. Odyssey still riders represent 32 states: WA=39, CA=39, CO=24, OR=18, PA=12, FL=9,
WI=9, AZ=8, MA=8, VA=7, IL=5, NY=4, IN=3, ME=3, MN=3, NC=3, NJ=3, VT=3, MI=2, CT=2,
IA=2, NH=2, NM=2, NV=4, OH=2, TX=1, AK=1, ID=1, KY=1, MD=1, RI=1 and UT=1.
10. Odyssey riders are either living in or representing 8 separate countries: US=223,
Canada=7, Switzerland=2, and one each in England, France, New Zealand, Netherlands
and Wales. Plus one of the riders living in the USA is a Sri Lankan citizen.
11. Odyssey has 35 couples registered to ride together.
12. Since Odyssey began, we registered 542 riders, of which 305 have dropped out.
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Odyssey meetings
Karen-Ann and I enjoyed meeting about 146 people (125 Odyssey riders) at the eight meetings
we delivered around the USA. Here’s a summary of attendance:
City
Portland
Seattle
Miami
Denver
Boston
Chicago
Washington DC
San Francisco
Burbank

Attendance
14
34
Cancelled
16
12
17
24
15
14

Though the meetings were difficult to mesh with our travel schedule, we felt they were
worthwhile and enjoyed the time with the Odyssey riders. We had lots of good questions and
had a chance to discuss some history, share some facts and address the complex issue of
logistics and route design. The energy level was high and people enjoyed interacting with
their fellow riders and Odyssey management. Thanks to all who took the time to join us.
Medical study
Unfortunately, the Medical Study we worked hard to build has been cancelled. The team
found that pulling it together within the logistical constraints of Odyssey was going to be
too difficult for them to accomplish.
We are extremely disappointed about this, but understand how these things happen. However,
we have not exhausted the possibility of a study and are working on another approach as we
speak.
Mini-study
We do recommend that you speak with your personal doctor or even a sports medicine doctor
about gathering some critical information about you before and after Odyssey. Perhaps blood
work, a urine analysis, body fat content, weight, blood pressure and other vitals, etc. This
baseline information will be invaluable to measure against upon your return.
Insurance
Dan McKay promised our medical insurance policy will be formally issued by Lloyd’s in
October or early November. TK&A will include the official 2 page summary of the policy with
the November Memo.
Gear trailer update & luggage space specs
Our “McGyver” technical crew has been working hard on the best way to handle vehicles,
showers, sinks, gear trailers, etc. It looks like we are about to place an order to build three
additional gear trailers. The frames are being manufactured in Idaho and the boxes will be
assembled in Washington state. We are excited with our final decision and look forward to
using the gear trailers as much as possible during Odyssey.
For planning purposes, the existing gear trailer has 128 boxes. Each box is 18”X18”X34”. In
order to better accommodate trans-oceanic shipping, it looks like the three new trailers will
have box dimensions of 17”X17”X37”. Please limit your personal and camping gear to a total
weight of 60 pounds.
Whatʼs the story on moving bags?
TK&A has promised to deliver your bags from one overnight location to the next when you are
traveling as a normal part of Odyssey 2000®. This is accomplished with either a large open
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truck or TK&A’s new gear trailers. When we use an open box truck (like a 24’ Ryder truck),
the truck normally opens 15 minutes before breakfast begins each day. Each participant is
personally responsible for loading all their own bags. Once your gear is loaded, you won’t
have access to it until the end of the day. The gear is usually unloaded by the first couple of
dozen folks who arrive at camp at the end of the day.
When we use the Odyssey gear trailers, you will have one locker space for storing all your
goodies. At camp, this system usually provides excellent access to your bags. The best thing
though, is that you will usually only have to offload what you are going to need. Since we
will probably secure the outside doors on occasion, we will usually unlock them 15 minutes
before breakfast begins.
We are currently examining shipping schedules and costs and hope to use our new trailers on
over half of the Odyssey stages: USA/Mexico, South Africa, all European stages, USA/Canada,
Japan, New Zealand and San Diego to Burbank. Stay tuned!
What happens to my stuff if I have to leave Odyssey for a day, week, month?
This has been a hot topic for some, but is relatively easily answered. TK&A is not in the
personal baggage management business (especially touching other’s bag) and will not accept
responsibility for or mind participants’ bags or bikes if they leave the trek for any length of
time for any reason at all. Each rider must take complete responsibility for his or her own
bags and equipment each day of Odyssey, just as though you were traveling without TK&A.
Based on some very hard past experiences, TK&A knows that accepting responsibility for a
person’s gear is almost always a lose-lose situation. When you add the complication of
foreign travel, border crossings and flights between nations, it just gets worse.
If you ever plan to leave Odyssey for any length of time (we hope you don’t, of course), just
plan on taking your gear and bike with you. The following will offer some clarification and a
couple of ideas which might prove useful:
1. When Odyssey crosses a border (both leaving and entering each country), every rider
and staff will have to be prepared to off-load all their personal gear, stand next to it
for inspection purposes and then reload it back into the gear trailer or large box
truck. In theory this could happen 45 times. In reality, we hope it never will, though
we have to be prepared for this eventuality. Please remember we are subject to the
laws of the countries we are visiting, plus dealing with the manners, irritations and
whims (or charm) of the border officials at every crossing.
2. When checking in for flights all over the world, we will be asked to show a personal
photo identification (passport for all international flights) and then asked about our
bags. Who packed them? Have they been in your possession since they were packed? Has
anyone asked you or given you anything to carry? Then, if the airlines discover a bag
without an owner on the same flight, they will likely remove the bags from the plane.
This restriction alone prohibits us (or anyone) from carrying someone else’s bags.
3. If we are not crossing a border and you plan to leave for a few days, you might ask a
fellow rider to keep track of the personal gear you would like to leave behind
(perhaps your tent and sleeping bag). This will be relatively easy when we our using
our Odyssey Gear Trailers. You can lock it up, leave the key with the responsible party
and tell the Odyssey Road Office who is minding your goods. However, when we are
using a large box truck, your friend will have to take charge of it, pick it up off the
ground, secure it, then reload it the next morning. He or she will not be able to count
on reloading it that evening since we may have other plans for the truck.
4. The bike will always be your responsibility, so plan on taking it everywhere you go.
Since the concept of “if it’s fair for one, it’s fair for all” applies, we could easily find
ourselves having to rent an extra truck just to handle the bikes people want to leave
behind. Any available “TK&A bike space” will be used to support the road and to carry
the bikes of the sick and wounded.
5. Please understand there is a limit to the level of service Odyssey staff is capable of
offering. The special requests always take time, cost extra money and often create bad
feelings. These distractions are simply not worth it for a smooth running Odyssey.
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Passport by now
It goes without saying that everyone has already obtained a current passport. Good, ‘cause we
need some basic passport information from each rider and staff.
Please correct and complete the enclosed Rider Information Form
Please complete every line of the enclosed Rider Information Form, including the requested
passport information. When you mail this back, include a photocopy of your passport
information page (the one with your photo) for our records-this is very important. You
should also leave a copy of this page at home and carry one with you whenever you travel.
This information should be returned to TK&A no later than September 30, 1999.
Please complete and return on time
A tip of the hat and hearty thanks to the vast majority of Odyssey riders who pay close
attention to our mailings and respond in a timely manner. We really appreciate the help and
cooperation.
Surprisingly, over two dozen people failed to return the bike info to TK&A on time. We ended
up calling them so we could process their bike order. Please take the time to complete and
return anything and everything requested by TK&A, ASAP. If you don’t, you will take a chance
on missing out on something, being denied participation or access to an event, or even delayed
for a flight or at an international border crossing. If you miss a plane or other connection
because we didn’t have your material on time, it’s your issue and cost, not TK&A’s.
To eliminate any problems, we suggest keeping in close contact with TK&A to avoid missing one
of our communiqués.
Updated list
Based on the data provided on the Rider Information Forms, we will prepare and send out an
updated rider list, probably in October. We will strive to be completely error free.
®

Odyssey 2000 Rider Media & Medical Study Permission Form
If you haven’t completed an Odyssey 2000® Rider Media & Medical Study Permission Form and
are interested in potential publicity opportunities, please contact TK&A to receive a copy of
the form. If you no longer consider your participation in Odyssey confidential, please
complete the form.
Not sure? Give TK&A a call at 1-800-433-0528.
Clearing international customs
A nightmare or simply an inconvenience? The latter is TK&A’s goal for Odyssey.
During Wheeling Washington, TK&A has had incredible success working with the US Customs
when returning from Canada to the USA in Port Angeles. A few days before the crossing, we
send US Customs a list of the riders and staff along with specific personal information. Then
their officers “run” everyone’s name and vitals through their computers before we even
leave Canada. When the Blackball Ferry arrives in Port Angeles, US Customs completes their
normal checks on the other ferry passengers. When everyone else has cleared customs, they
open the gates and allow our riders and staff to pass without even a comment. It’s pretty neat
to watch.
We don’t realistically expect this type of hassle free crossing at most international borders,
but we are going to give it our best shot. Our strategy for Odyssey will be to submit a
complete list of riders and staff to the appropriate government officials (Consulates,
Embassies, etc.) in each of the 45 Odyssey nations we plan to visit before Odyssey begins. The
list will include full names, date of birth, country of birth, country of current residence,
passport number, date and place of issue, date passport expires, etc. And if you have any
restrictions or limitations, let us know…we don’t want any surprises here.
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Unless things change a lot between now and Odyssey, when you cross between most European
Union countries you won’t even see a border guard at the frontier. The border buildings and
guard posts remain, but no guards. It’s pretty cool. However, we are still going to send the
countries complete details of our visit and border crossing details.
Shots
Don’t be talked out of getting certain types of shots by the advice from well meaning friends.
For instance, if one Odyssey rider suggests you follow the advice they received from someone
who states that malaria tablets won’t be necessary during Odyssey, it is a risk only they
should be taking, not you. If you take this incorrectly dispensed information to heart, you
may find yourself ill or even denied entry into a country. Instead, work with a competent
travel clinic and/or knowledgeable travel doctor.
Before January 1, 2000, it is likely everyone involved in Odyssey will at least have received:
Hepatitis A & B series, yellow fever, typhoid, meningococcol, a polio booster, tetanus and
have cholera indicated in your shot record. You should also have a prescription for malaria
tablets for several countries we are traveling through. You might also have received the
rabies series along with other shots your own medical folks have recommend. If the above
doesn’t sound familiar, talk with your doctor.
Please send TK&A a photocopy of your completed shot record for our files. This should be
easy since most of you have likely completed your series by now. If you haven’t, include a note
with a copy of what you have completed. This is a serious issue and you will need to have your
completed shot record (yellow) with you at all times when traveling. It is also a good idea to
leave a photocopy at home as well.
Once again, if for some reason you feel you don’t need or want to get shots, you will need to
rethink this. You must have the basics or take a chance on being denied entry into most
countries. Worse yet, border officials might even try to give you certain shots themselves.
Physical fitness
Let me state the obvious: the more time you spend on a bicycle saddle between now and
Odyssey, the better. Your muscles and butt will be particularly appreciative. You will feel
better and have more confidence in your ability to do Odyssey. Overall, you will be more
comfortable, less cranky and have more time and energy for play. So, if you are not riding 100
miles plus a week, start now! No excuses. Even four months can make a big difference.
Bicycling protocol
Please review your copy of TK&A’s red Rider Handbook for a review of TK&A’s safety
procedures on the road. When it comes to riding protocol, TK&A does not give an inch. We will
not tolerate unsafe, illegal, reckless or rude cycling by any participant during Odyssey
2000®, even if people in the local community enjoy riding irresponsibly.
So, if you like to run stop signs, red lights, always ride two abreast, ride only on the
smoothest part of the road, etc., you’d better begin making the mental adjustments to the
riding protocol expected during Odyssey.
Raleigh dealer bugged
Raleigh is concerned because one of their Pittsburgh dealers was approached by a couple of
Odyssey folks asking when the Odyssey bikes are going to be delivered. Most Raleigh dealers
probably haven’t even been informed about Odyssey at this time. This type of local
involvement (it’s actually interference) can and will comprise the program TK&A is working
hard to cultivate.
Even though it doesn’t need to be said, cool your jets! Under no circumstances should any
Odyssey rider become involved with a local dealer, Raleigh Corporate or anyone else about
the bike. TK&A is your only contact and info source. If anyone compromises this, they will put
their participation in jeopardy. Sorry, but we don’t want anything mucking up our
relationship with our vendors.
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For example, a few years ago, a “busy body” on the trek managed to cancel an entire meal in El
Paso during our Southern Cross Bicycle Classic™. How? They simply put their nose where it
didn’t belong. We should have lobbed it off!
®

The Official Bike of Odyssey 2000
We are really excited to be working with Raleigh on the creation of the Official Bike of
Odyssey 2000®. Of all the companies, they took the greatest interest in putting together a
specific package that will work well for 20,000 miles of travel. Besides working with quality
equipment from a first class company, Raleigh has a vested interest in making sure everything
goes as smoothly as possible for our group.
Here’s a little more detail about the bikes:
1. Raleigh is taking their most suitable touring geometry frame, the R-300 and putting on
a stronger fork.
2. We have chosen Shimano 105 gearing (27 speed, triple crank, flight deck compatible)
because it performs well, has a proven track record, is easy to fix and replace, is
affordable and will hold up well for our needs. Some people feel Ultegra or Durace
might perform better during Odyssey. Though they are smoother, shinier and lighter,
they are more expensive and don’t necessarily perform that much better. When it comes
time to replace worn or damaged components, you will be pleased you are replacing
105 gearing instead of more expensive equipment.
3. We are using 36 spoke wheels to help minimize wheel problems. DT spokes should also
help keep everyone running true.
4. We recommend (and will provide) adjustable drop handlebars unless told differently.
Additional details below.
5. Your bike will come with a rear rack, 2 water bottle cages and fender attachment
eyelets. Sorry, no fenders provided. If you plan to put your own on, you will have to
wait until after the Rose Parade.
6. We have included “V” type brakes for increased stopping power.
7. You will put your own saddle and pedals on your new bike. We suggest using Shimano,
Look or another high quality brand of recessed cleats for comfort, functionality and
durability for the year. If you bring protruding cleats, you will usually need to carry
a pair of sandals or shoes to change into for hiking and exploring. Since cleats can
easily mark or dimple a finished surface, you may be asked to remove your protruding
cleats on ferries, wooden floors, school floors, etc.
8. We are deciding on the stock tire size for the Odyssey bikes. We feel that a 28 to 30
size is probably the best overall for the conditions we will be encountering. It’s
unrealistic for most people to attempt to save overall weight and improve performance
by putting a 23 or 25 on their bikes. Guaranteed, you will be purchasing a lot more
tires than folks using slightly larger tires. Watch future Memos for more details on
what is or isn’t acceptable on your bike.
9. The bikes will be called the Global 2000™, the Official Bike of Odyssey 2000®. We have
chosen champagne vapor for the overall color of the bikes. What’s champagne vapor?
Stay tuned.
Handlebars
TK&A recommends using drop bars instead of straight bars. We think drop bars will work
better for most people on a tour of this magnitude and the bars we are furnishing allow for
considerable adjustment. Generally, drop bars provide more places to put your hands, allow
a lower profile that proves extremely beneficial during challenging winds, requires less
energy and it’s just more efficient for long distance cycling.
In a joint decision with Raleigh, it is likely the bikes will be shipped with touring type
handlebars, not straight bars. Please try them out. If after several good honest workouts
and adjustments it won’t work for you, please contact TK&A and we will let you know how
they can be changed out.
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Whatʼs the Global 2000 worth?
Thirteen hundred dollars is the replacement cost for an Odyssey bike. If your bike is stolen,
lost, forgotten, trashed, etc. that’s what you are going to have to pay to receive a new bike
and to continue the ride. You will not be able to bring your own bike from home or purchase a
different type of bike as your replacement.
Spare bike parts
We are working closely with Raleigh to estimate the number of extra frames, forks and spare
parts needed to keep each Odyssey rider on his or her bike as much as he or she wants to ride.
TK&A’s well stocked mobile bike shop plans to carry a complete inventory of spare and repair
parts needed to reach this goal. We are currently pulling together the inventory we will
need when departing Pasadena. We are also determining what will need to be picked up at
various locations around the world to insure an adequate supply of replacement parts.
What do I have to purchase from TK&A?
TK&A will handle warranty items, of course, but you will be required to purchase all
replacement parts (tubes, tires, chains, brake pads, cables, spokes, wheels, nuts, bolts, axles,
etc) to keep your bike in top running order. Expect to pay for items at the same time you
receive them.
Bike repairs
As stated, TK&A will provide warranty work and normal service (within reason) at no cost to
you. Changing tires, tubes and cleaning bikes and components are not part of the deal. Same
for putting on personal choice items such as computers, fenders, different handlebar tape
and other discretionary items.
Bike shop hours
As stated in earlier Memos, the bike shop will have hours of operation each day. When you
have a need, you will have to work it out during “bike shop hours”. It’s likely the shop will be
open during breakfast, for most of midday checkpoint and for two or three hours in the
afternoon. Like most Odyssey operations, it will be closed on layover days.
How do I pay for things on the road?
Good question. Here are our thoughts. All Odyssey operations will be transacted in US
dollars and will likely be handled by credit cards only. Cash is simply too risky to carry and
charging will not be allowed. We plan to set up a personal account for each Odyssey
participant and staff. This will probably be done by charging each person’s credit card from
$200 to $500. As you incur Odyssey expenses such as bike part sales, shirts, massages, etc. we
will debit your account. When your balance gets low, we will once again charge your credit
card.
Whatʼs happening with our airplane transportation?
We are still working through air transportation between stages. The final solution will
probably be a combination of scheduled carriers and charters. The biggest difficulty with
charters is the tremendous expense getting the plane to our point of departure and home
again after we reach our final destination, often tripling the cost of a flight.
Whenever possible, we will all travel together on the same plane. However, since there are
only a handful of planes capable of hauling 284 passengers, we may be forced to take a
couple of planes on occasion.
What about shipping the bikes?
As we finalize our air transportation partners, we will be exploring the various options
available for packing and shipping the bikes between stages. One strong possibility is to
shrink-wrap the bikes onto pallets. Another is to place the bikes into luggage carts specially
designed for different planes.
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As far as boxing bikes, it is unlikely. We don’t have the room to carry the boxes between
stages. One thing you can count on, though, is that each of us will play an active roll in
packing and stowing the Odyssey bikes.
DRGs
The most time consuming, difficult and complex task in preparation for Odyssey is writing
clear and accurate Daily Route Guides (DRGs). A DRG is a detailed set of written instructions
on one side and a map on the reverse side of an 8-1/2” X 11” sheet of paper. Since we won’t be
marking any roads, the DRG is our primary tool for navigating between one overnight
location and the next, even though many cyclists use other cyclists as their primary
navigational aid.
To give you an idea of how we approach “direction writing”, we have enclosed a preliminary
copy of the Odyssey DRG from Ensenada to Colonet, Baja California, Mexico. We try to make
them simple and uncluttered, yet clear enough to follow even at confusing intersections. An
important part of each DRG is the logistical information contained on the bottom section,
where we include information on toilets, showers and meal location and times. As you can see,
we don’t include much sightseeing information in deference to brevity. When available, we
also include an emergency number or two for use in case something happens along the route.
The DRGs are usually distributed at the gear truck 15 minutes before breakfast begins each
morning. If you are curious about what the DRG will look like before the morning of the ride,
you can ask the Odyssey office for a look at a copy of the Master Odyssey DRG Book.
DRGs are printed for riders and staff only and we have only printed enough for one each.
Please never take a duplicate DRG as a spare, for your files or to give to family or friends. If
you do, you will be robbing a fellow rider out of his or her directions.
DRG holders
A few years ago Karen-Ann found a perfect holder for TK&A DRGs. It is possible to have a
little over a 1/2 page of your DRG visible at all times. It’s even water resistant to ward off
dew and sprinkly conditions. The cost is $10 plus shipping. Look for info next month.
Raising money for a charity?
We have several individuals who are raising money for the charity of their choice. Two have
even raised big bucks, from $50,000 to $100,000 each. Since Odyssey is just around the
corner, TK&A has been getting pressure from some riders to give them a blanket approval for
their fundraising materials. TK&A is not in a position to offer blanket approvals on any
material anyone creates around Odyssey.
If you are raising money for a charity and using Odyssey (even if disguised as another name)
as the catalyst, you will need to allow enough time for TK&A to approve all fundraising and
promotional materials. This applies to your charity, family, support team, public relations
companies, or anyone else involved in your fundraising effort.
In all your material (letters, envelopes, cards, etc.) TK&A needs to be given credit as the
creators and producers of Odyssey 2000®. Review the information on using Odyssey’s name.
Our goal is to make sure a charity doesn’t appear to be sponsoring Odyssey or that Odyssey is
being presented on behalf of any charity.
List of TK&A products
Included in this Memo is an Odyssey 2000® Tee-Shirt/Tyvek Order Form for those interested in
ordering Odyssey tee-shirts (including our Odyssey/Rose Parade t-shirt) and/or a tyvek
jacket.
Watch the next Rider Memo for information and order forms for several new TK&A official
Odyssey goodies: jerseys, cycling pants, souvenir pins, cycling caps and ball caps.
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Rose Parade Update
Checkout the enclosed copy of the Tournament of Roses® web page. It’s the first page when
you go to Parade 2000. We are mentioned in the second paragraph. Pretty cool! Check it out at
www.tournamentofroses.com/rose2000.htm
Last week we spoke with the parade operations folks and have a better feel for what we might
expect. It looks like we will leave the Burbank Hilton between 4:30 and 5:00 am (you snooze,
you lose) for the parade staging area near the Tournament House. This means, of course, we
will have had to check out of the hotel and packed everything away by this time. Even though
it will be a short night for all of us, it will definitely hit your personal record books and
give you some kickoff braggin’ rights. This is going to be awesome!
After arriving at the parade, we will collect our bikes and relocate to our final staging area
around 6:30 for an 8:00 start. Our vehicles, along with your personal gear, bike bags, etc.
will be staged about 1/2 mile past the end of the parade. After you collect your stuff, you
are on your way to your return one year later.
Rose Parade Jersey
Checkout the next memo for a picture of the 2000 Rose Parade Jersey to be worn proudly by
all Odyssey 2000® participants riding in the Tournament of Roses Parade in front of
500,000,000 viewers. Nervous? Shouldn’t be…but you might spend some time practicing riding
5 miles an hour.
Sponsorship update
Nothing to report except that we are still working on it.
Odyssey2000.com
Checkout our web site at www.odyssey2000.com for some Odyssey bios and photographs.
Should be pretty cool. We have also put up selected pieces from our Media Kit in Italian,
Spanish, French and German.
Washington DC time off
When you see the current day-to-day itinerary, you will notice we have scheduled five
overnights in Washington D.C. Karen-Ann and I both feel that this will offer Odyssey riders
and staff a chance to leave the trek for whatever reason without missing any riding days. So,
you will have some time to visit your family, check on your vast real estate holdings, go to
the dentist, do loads and loads of laundry, get new glasses or even spend 4 layover days
exploring this wonderful city. Hope you will enjoy this break.
If I decide to leave Odyssey a night or two or more, what does TK&A need to know?
Great question. If you are planning to be away from Odyssey for one or more nights, just tell
us your basic plans and where (if known) we might be able to contact you. This keeps us
informed and could prove invaluable if someone is trying to reach you. It also allows us to
consolidate and not waste precious resources like staff time, food and lodging.
Families and friends visiting you on Odyssey
If an opportunity presents itself for friends and family to visit you sometime next year, you
shouldn’t pass up the chance. To give the ones you love and know a first person glimpse of
your life on the road and to meet your traveling companions will be a memory not soon
forgotten. TK&A understands the importance of these rendezvous and encourages them
whenever possible.
However, please remember Odyssey is set up to accommodate riders and staff only, not
visitors. TK&A is challenged to the max just to find the routes, overnight facilities and food
for our group of 260 to 284. Trying to make additional allowances for family and friends is
simply not possible. So, if you want to meet up with others, here are our suggestions:
•

Absolutely never invite anyone to ride with you for even an hour of Odyssey. They
haven’t paid and are not part of Odyssey, so it simply is not fair. It doesn’t matter
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•

•

•

that the roads are public, Odyssey is not. This applies even for the ride out of Los
Angeles.
When you are planning to meet people, try to work around the dates where we have
scheduled time off, particularly in larger cities where you will be able to find
accommodations more easily. For instance, we are in Rome for 3 nights, Barcelona
for 3 nights, Washington DC for 5 nights, New York City for 3 nights, and
Greenwich/London for 3 or 4 nights. These are logical visiting spots and a chance
for some quality time without taking time off from Odyssey pedaling.
As you all know, you can leave Odyssey and rejoin Odyssey as you please, even
though we hope you won’t miss any actual riding. So, you could bail for an entire
stage or more if wanted.
PLEASE NOTE: Our hope is that every Odyssey rider pedals every scheduled
mile possible. Please remember that if you leave the trek for most reasons
(tired, homesick, need a break, etc.) and miss some riding you can’t make up, you
probably won’t be invited to ride in the January 1, 2001 Rose Parade. At least
this is the word from the officials at the Tournament of Roses.
What about families “shadowing” the ride for a few days. This is a really tough
issue and has to be handled well and unobtrusively by those planning to spend
additional time (especially day-to-day) with their families. Here are the guidelines:
1. As you can appreciate, Odyssey was not designed as a family activity. The
accommodations, food, routes and border crossings are planned for our adult
group of cyclists and staff, not families.
2. Kids. Thankfully, most kids are well behaved most of the time, especially when
supervised. However, children left unattended have caused more than casual
embarrassment for the staff and participants on prior events. Believe it or not,
some parents have allowed their kids (of all ages) to run through facilities,
hang off things, exhibit unruly, loud and disruptive behavior, and even to
intrude on the privacy of other trekkers. If you bring children to visit during
Odyssey (and they are welcome when behaving,) you are completely responsible
for their conduct and must keep them under your close supervision at all times.
3. Please ask families, friends and others not to use Odyssey provided hotel rooms
or other facilities for going to the bathroom, watching TV, showering, using
the phone or to just hang out. We think it is unfair for guests to hang out in
other riders rooms. Most “roommates” won’t say anything, but remember that
they lose some of the privacy to which they are entitled. These issues can
usually be solved by asking your visitors to make use of the hotel’s public
bathrooms, phones, etc. or simply wait until they get to their own hotel.
4. Families and private vehicles are never allowed to “support” or visit their
personal trekker at any time on the route during the day. We don’t want to add
any additional congestion along our route. This is a big issue, so please be
respectful of this request.
5. If families and friends have a car, they should select the most direct route to
the next overnight location to meet their trekker. We certainly don’t need to
add unnecessary traffic on our route.
6. As stated, don’t give a DRG to family and friends.
7. Families should never approach one of our vendors to help make their own
personal arrangements (rooms, food, camping, etc) unless cleared in advance by
TK&A. We can’t afford the slightest chance of confusing our vendors in any way
at all. For instance, a few years ago a hotel at Walt Disney World gave our
rider and staff rooms to some visiting families. Talk about creating a
significant problem for us. We clearly understand people don’t set out to
create problems, but they do anyway.
8. Another reason to avoid contact with our vendors, particularly hotel rooms, is
that we don’t want any extra available hotel rooms to be used by families
before our cyclists get a chance to reserve them.
9. Obviously, when your friends fly in to meet you, you want them to see the
action. This is certainly okay. However, it can not become a nightly practice.
This simply isn’t fair.
10. When you arrive at camp for the evening, you and your family should head for
your own accommodations for the evening (different hotel or own camping
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area). Then, they can drop you off in the morning for breakfast and to begin the
day’s ride.
11. This is a hard one. After careful thought and consideration, TK&A does not
recommend that your family and friends follow you down the west coast into
Mexico. This will be an important time for Odyssey to begin bonding as a group
and to get used to life on the road. We’d like everyone to be part of this
process. Also, Baja has extremely limited resources and the size of our group
taxes what’s there without adding other folks to the equation.
12. Please don’t ask your family and friends to meet you in Hawaii. This is also an
important time for the Odyssey group to be together as a group without the
pull and distraction (sorry about the choice of words, but it’s true) of loved
ones and friends who you need to spend time with. This will be a key time to wind
down as a group and address the complex issue of re-entering life as it was
before Odyssey 2000® and will be after Odyssey.
13. These are tough issues but need to be addressed. A significant part of Odyssey
2000® is our traveling Odyssey community and everything that happens within
the community. What’s fair for one is fair for all. Even though we encourage
visitations, we can’t make visitors and families direct members of our community.
Guests meals
If we have enough advance warning (several days helps us prepare our vendors), it might be
possible for your family and friends to join you for one or more meals. If your family is
visiting you at a time when it might work to feed a few additional people, we will try to
accommodate your request. There is a cost per person, of course. Roughly, you can expect
dinners to cost at least $15 and breakfast is at least $10. This is per person regardless of
age.
Unless TK&A has arranged a meal for family members, it’s not appropriate for families to
hang out while you eat.
Helmets/helmet covers
One of the most powerful “identification tools” used extensively by TK&A since 1988 has been
bright helmet covers. They serve many useful purposes (in many cases better than anything
else we have found) including:
• They are bright and increase one’s visibility dramatically.
• By adding graphics, they make each rider an obvious part of Odyssey-no doubt you
will want to be identified as a member of Odyssey 2000® and all its inherent
braggin’ rights.
• This is key! Our helmet covers make it obvious for Odyssey staff, local officials,
law enforcement, border guards, customs agents, ferry and flight personnel and
vendors to differentiate “our” riders from others using the roadways.
• Helps to keep you a little more comfortable during cooler and/or inclement
weather.
The downside of helmet covers is that they reduce some of the cooling airflow provided by
the many vents of the newer, more expensive helmets. While this isn’t a problem for many, it is
an issue we have examined for the past 3 or 4 years. One solution to increasing airflow is to
cut holes in the helmet cover fabric over a few selected helmet vent holes. Several did a
neat job, others created an embarrassing eyesore. Overall not the best option.
TK&A has thought long and hard about the helmet cover issue. We are unwilling to lose the
most important benefits of helmet covers, the visibility and quick identification. However, we
think we have come up with a solution. For those that would like an alternative to the helmet
cover (except for the Rose Parade and on other special occasions), we are selecting a high
quality helmet with an Odyssey shell that you may purchase. If you wish to use your own
helmet, you will be required to wear a helmet cover.
Stay tuned for more details.
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List of equipment and clothing for Odyssey
The next Memo will include a detailed list of what TK&A recommends you should bring on
Odyssey. A review of the Rider Handbook will give you an idea of what the list will include.
We will also make suggestions of what to carry with you during the riding day.
Times and weather according to Bruce
Bruce Tiebout, a friend and Odyssey rider # 7, has researched our route and developed a nifty
chart of daylight hours and average weather expectations during Odyssey layover days. Even
if some of the days change, it is a very helpful and insightful list.
Odyssey volunteers
Thanks to Karen-Ann’s hard work, we have selected the majority of our full time road staff
and a number of folks who will be joining us for a stage or two. TK&A has received hundreds
of applications from highly qualified people so wading through it all has been a major task.
The first to go, of course, were those who wanted to be a “guide” and ride their bike around
the world for free.
We have chosen people who are hard workers, capable of working long hours, are willing to
do whatever is necessary, and are adventurous, flexible, loyal, self-sufficient and selfreliant people. These folks are the ones who will make Odyssey more enjoyable for all of us.
Our road staff will be accomplishing a wide variety of tasks, including:
• Running the gear trucks and trailers and TK&A shower and sink operations as
needed.
• Staffing our midday checkpoint and end-of-day check-ins.
• Maintaining a complete mobile bike shop operation for service, maintenance and
sales.
• Patrolling the route each day in support vehicles equipped with pumps, spare parts,
water and a supportive attitude.
• Running TK&A’s Odyssey office. It will be the focal point for getting answers to
your questions, helping you solve any unique problem that may surface (it’s
important to remember each of us is responsible for solving our own individual
problems-Odyssey staff will not solve them for you, just help where realistic) and
as a place for everyone to keep TK&A informed of any changes in your future plans
(going off route, leaving trek for a day, heading into town to find a hotel, will
miss a meal, etc).
• Providing emergency medical support.
• Provide massages.
• Helping to insure our local food service operations are running smoothly.
• Working with local governments and law enforcement as needed.
As you can see, we’ll all be busy. But, when it comes time for exploration and play, the staff
will be there as well.
The Odyssey team is awesome. Watch the next Memo for details about some of the talented
folks you will be spending the year with and the tasks they will be performing. Watch for
some photos and bios on the web as well.
International Drivers License
To make it easier to drive in certain foreign countries, TK&A recommends you visit your local
American Automobile Association and obtain an International Drivers License. They cost very
little (2 passport photos and a fee) and are good for one year. So, to maximize the use of your
license, we suggest you pick one up around Dec. 15. You will need a valid state drivers license
that’s still good for at least one year. No driving test required!
Road messages
It’s easy to leave messages for fellow riders who are still behind you. Simply complete the
message area after their name on the end-of-day sign-in sheet. You can also check at the
office to see if a fellow trekker has left any written (this is the only type we will pass on)
messages for you.
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Emergency messages are passed on as soon as we can locate you.
Lost and found items
You will lose more than one thing next year, guaranteed. If it has surfaced, we will place it
in the Odyssey lost and found box, usually located near the end-of-day check-in or Odyssey
office. Riders often find items they don’t even know are missing. The lost and found usually
becomes history every few days, so keep an eye on it. Labeling your personal stuff is a radical
thought for many, but it’s a great idea.
Security for your gear at camp
This is a hugely important issue for everyone. TK&A will not take responsibility for people’s
personal gear or bikes. Everyone has to use reasonable and prudent care with their own gear,
though it’s normally quite safe at most camps (rarely has anything been stolen at one of our
camps).
We usually leave someone at camp during meal hours to keep an eye on things. However, they
aren’t responsible for your property. Get used to always locking your bike and not leaving
things laying around. It’s funny, but people often put their wallets and other valuables on
picnic tables and leave them unattended for hours. Go figure!
Food: psyching yourself to eat locally as you travel globally
Food. We need plenty to replace the 6000 or so calories you will be burning every riding day
during Odyssey. Food has also been one of the most important and remembered aspects of any
and all experiences. A good breakfast helps us begin our daily journey, ready to absorb
whatever adventures the terrain, environment, traffic and weather musters. A tasty, filling
dinner helps us put the memories of the day into perspective and helps make the end of each
day a more satisfactory experience.
As one can imagine, world travel is much more complicated (and usually less enjoyable) for
the picky or finicky eater. If one expects much of the American food we are used too, they’d
better stay at home. Even the United Kingdom is different enough, let alone China. It’s best to
kick the need for recognizable foods, and embrace the unknown and be prepared to eat
whatever is served up each day by members of communities throughout the world. Just remain
flexible and roll with the punches.
What can we expect during Odyssey? Though we promise plenty of excellent food throughout
Odyssey, when we are in Mexico, it will be Mexican (or each country’s) food and a lot of it. If
you don’t like Mexican food, this section of Odyssey will be tougher for you. For those who
can eat most anything, you will have a blast and will enjoy the local foods of each culture.
TK&A works closely with all of its food vendors
TK&A provides its vendors with lots of information and has met most of them personally. You
can be assured each of our vendors will do the best job possible for our group of hungry
“eat-everything-you-can-see” cyclists. This includes, of course, making allowances for
Odyssey’s legitimate (one’s who have identified their “meat” preferences to TK&A) non-meat
eaters. As far as lowfat meals are concerned, it’s often tough to make this happen in Texas,
let alone most foreign (even first world) countries. Besides, it’s the staff who has to worry
about overeating and too much fat, not y’all cyclists!
When meeting and corresponding with our vendors, we emphasize food quality, plenty of food
for everyone and being able to feed our group relatively quickly. Even though we suggest
that dinner includes some type of a non-alcohol drink, salad, bread, vegetables, a couple of
main courses and, on occasion, a desert, we know that it simply won’t be possible to provide
each of these all the time.
Breakfast is even more strange. Most of the world, it seems, eats a light continental type
breakfast, which usually includes bread, cheese, thin slices of meat, jelly or preserves,
butter or margarine, coffee and juice. Sometimes hard boiled eggs and cold cereal with hot
or cold milk are included. Less often, you will be offered an “English” breakfast. In addition
to the continental offerings, you will usually receive scrambled eggs, sausage and/or ham
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and/or bacon. Potatoes are a rare breed. In the United Kingdom, breakfast is a heftier meal
and include beans and a couple of items only the British could love.
For breakfast prep, TK&A usually asks for juice, cold cereal, sometimes hot cereal, fruit,
eggs, some type of meat, milk, coffee (you will love European coffee) bread and, when
available, potatoes. Sometimes we ask for french toast or pancakes, but these are strange
concepts for many cultures. Please remain flexible and enjoy what’s offered.
Breakfast is the meal that generally provides the least variety and can become a little boring
at times. On the other hand, taking advantage of local offerings can spice up an otherwise
“common” breakfast.
Remember, TK&A is not in a position to support more restrictive dietary limitations such as
vegans and/or non-dairy. You will have to deal with these food restrictions as best you can.
What about Asia
It’s even wilder. Hope you like rice! Even though you may not have the slightest idea of what
some of the foods are, keep on adventuring and enjoying the local and regional flavors.
Alcoholic drinks
We have warned our vendors that most cyclists like to drink beer, wine and other assorted
spirits. So many have promised to stock up. As a general policy, TK&A does not provide
alcohol, so be prepared to make your own purchases. However, most TK&A staff enjoy a good
drink or two as much (if not more) than anyone.
Alcohol is often prohibited at overnight facilities
As a general rule, alcohol is never allowed on school or church property, at religious
facilities and at some city, state and national parks. Check the DRGs, whiteboard and ask
about any specific limitation we may have at a site. Please respect these wishes. If you don’t
you will jeopardize our relationship with our vendors and the communities. And you will also
place your continuation of Odyssey in jeopardy. As you can see, this is a very important issue.
PS: taking alcohol into your tent where no one can see it is not an acceptable alternative
when there are alcohol restrictions in place.
Illegal drugs
You’re out’a here, and could end up on death row in some countries.
TK&A 1999 travels
So far this year, Karen-Ann and I have flown about 90,000 miles each and driven over 15,000
miles finalizing Odyssey routes. Though we have met lots of super people and seen incredible
parts of the world, it gets a little hectic for us. We must say, though, you are going to love
the places we are going on Odyssey. It’s going to be a blast.
The purpose of these trips, of course, is to finalize the local logistics for Odyssey. Here is a
partial list of some of what we accomplish each trip: get a feel for the airports we will be
flying into and out of; design the route using local maps and information; document the
route in the form of a DRG on our Mac PowerBook G-3 and Microsoft Excel; identify a midday
checkpoint location; tell a store or two along our most remote routes to be prepared for an
invasion; locate and negotiate an acceptable overnight facility; and organize the dinner and
breakfast vendors. We also learn what we can about the local area and often spend time with
government officials.
Here’s is a thumbnail of how it works. After flying for the better part of a day, we pick up
our rental car and begin the process of pulling Odyssey together. If we arrive at the
beginning of one of Odyssey’s 17 stages, we start by documenting the route from the airport
to Odyssey’s overnight facility. After we leave the city, we drive for several hours designing
the route until it’s time to check into a hotel for the evening and grab a bite to eat. Then the
next morning, it’s up at 6 or 7 am, then we pack up and hit the road. Before we can begin the
day’s work we have to plug the computer in, connect the GPS, organize our maps, books, guides
and local materials, and stuff our bags into a relatively small foreign car. We usually drive
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and work for the next 12 hours accomplishing our various tasks. By the end of the day, we
have normally documented 125 to 250 kilometers and completed at least one site, hopefully
two.
One of the most frustrating and time consuming parts of our work is the incredible amount of
time it takes to design the route through cities, especially when seeking quieter roads. Since
street signs are mostly nonexistent or useless to us, and the signs pointing to the next city
can also be a little sparse, we spend a fair share of our time getting into and finding the
right route out of small villages and large cities.
Mexico
Brit-Simone and I spent 7 days finalizing the route in Baja California and Baja California
Sur, Mexico. It was a super trip and we met some great people, though many of whom live
poverty.
Mexico has slightly less than 100 million people, with a quarter of the population living in
the greater Mexico City metro area. Mexico’s land mass is about three times the size of Texas
and mostly desert until you reach the tropical areas in the south. Mexico is a relatively poor
nation.
Baja California is wonderful. It’s dry, remote, beautiful, extremely friendly and a super
place to begin our adventure. Baja has one main road and not many distractions or chances
for too much creative “naviguessing”. As we all know, Mexico is the first foreign country
Odyssey will be visiting, and it is clearly a developing nation. Poverty, I believe, is much
worse in China and Vietnam, for instance, but Mexico still has a relatively low income level.
Hence, fewer resources, less selection of goods you are used to having access to, much
different road conditions, older vehicles on the road, fewer local private cars, a few of the
same crazy drivers you find everywhere in the world, poorer and/or more primitive sanitation
facilities and practices, poorer water quality, etc. The impact on Odyssey? A richer experience
for the flexible and adventurous. A great beginning for pedaling into the new millennium.
Southern Europe
The entire Odyssey Mediterranean is spectacular, with even a couple of flat days thrown in
for good measure. The first stage of Southern Europe includes Greece, Italy, Rome, San
Marino, France, Monaco, Andorra, and Spain. This stage lasts 44 days (Odyssey days 76-Thu.,
March 16 to day 120-Sat., April 29) and covers 7376 kilometers (4581 miles) of some of the
world's most beautiful terrain. And for those who appreciate ancient history, every day of
this section of the globe will be a special treat.
Here are some of TK&A’s observations about Southern Europe:
1. Ride on the right side of the road. No doubt it will feel great cycling on the
"correct" side of the road after leaving South Africa.
2. The water is potable and very drinkable, even though bottled water is a way of life
for much of Europe. You know, Evian, Perrier, etc.
3. The exchange rate varies between each country and generally continues to become
a little more favorable for the American dollar. As far as the Euro is concerned,
time will tell.
4. Expect sunrise as early as 5:45 am and as late as 7:25 am. Expect sunset as early as
6:00 pm and as late as 9:15 pm. Meals are adjusted around these times so watch your
DRGs and the whiteboard.
5. The cycling conditions vary from flat terrain (a little bit anyway), to some hefty
climbing (lung building climbs). In fact, expect some challenging terrain each day
in southern Europe. Get used to your lower gears pushing you to better views,
followed by super fast, curvy descents. Remember that the curves are sharp and
the road conditions can be rough. So, continue to use your best riding skills for
all of Odyssey.
6. Expect sun, cool, cold, warm and hot temperatures, even though it’s possible to
have rain (maybe snow), so be prepared. Carry high quality raingear, eye protection
and sun screen.
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7. European drivers can be pretty fast and a quite reckless at times. However, they
are used to cyclists on the roads and can even be courteous. Don’t expect it though
and keep your guard up.
8. Most villages have some services, at least a little bar (espresso shop with snacks
and alcohol) and many have "grocery stores". Many of the items sold will be quite
different from what most of us are used to.
9. Stores and businesses often close from 12:30 to 3 or 4 pm most days and shut down
completely on Sundays and holidays. As always, be self-sufficient and make sure
you have what you need for the day.
10. Odyssey arrives in Southern Europe a couple of months ahead of the normal
"tourist season". This means less traffic and fewer people with whom to share this
magnificent country. However, it also means far fewer camping resources up and
running. So, TK&A has had to negotiate creatively with several vendors to solve
Odyssey's needs. Many of the campgrounds won't look as crisp and fresh as they
will be in late June.
11. Please thank our Odyssey vendors whenever it makes sense to you.
12. Overall, the bathroom facilities in Europe are clean and neat. Don't always expect
to find toilet paper, however, and get used to squat toilets in many facilities. Some
showers are also toilet combos. Most campgrounds have superior bathroom
facilities, often with places to wash your feet. Enjoy.
13. Occasionally we will indicate that our midday “CHECKPOINT will be somewhere
along here”. This probably happened because we initially didn’t know how long the
day was going to be. Just keep a lookout and CHECKPOINT will appear.
14. Expect the few street signs to be of limited help when navigating through villages
and cities. Keep your DRG close and watch for the larger direction signs pointing
to the next city. Keep a watchful eye on your computer distances.
15. Smoking sucks! After inhaling lots of second hand smoke, Karen-Ann and I believe
it’s a requirement for most of the world’s people to smoke, especially in Europe.
Expect it everywhere-bathrooms, restaurants, bars, cafes, hotel lobbies, hospitals,
at airport x-ray machines, under no smoking signs, etc.
16. Many Southern Europeans speak English quite well, making it easier to get around.
However, it helps and is very much appreciated if you can use a few local words to
express yourself. Think about learning the basics in a few languages.
17. The French are generally friendlier than their reputation indicates.
Greece
We love Greece, after all it’s full of 11 million mostly friendly, fun Greeks, tucked away in
an area a little smaller than Alabama. Greece has incredible scenery, lots of coastline,
billions and billions of olives, plenty of opportunities for pedaling to great views and fast
descents, at least one trillion motorcycles and lots of good food. History…it’s got plenty to
absorb in Athens alone: The Acropolis, including the Parthenon, Theatre of Dionysos,
Erechtheion and the Temple of Nike; Old Athens; and plenty of museums.
Odyssey 2000®’s route begins with a layover day in Athens, then circles most of the
Peloponnese, home of the Corinth Canal, Sparti (Spartans) and the site of the first Olympics
dating back to 8 BC. We go through several small villages, past historic sites and through a
couple of major commerce centers. No doubt, Greece will be a place you will return to after
Odyssey.
Italy
What can we say, this Arizona+ sized, boot shaped, mountainous country is clearly one of the
world’s greatest countries and home to many, many historical treasures. Everywhere you
turn, you will see signs of ancient civilization. Castles, ancient routes, Roman aqueducts,
walls, fields, fences, etc. It’s awesome! Italians are friendly folks who know how to eat good
food, all 60,000,000 of them.
We have designed a true, north to south, cross-country ride through Italy. Odyssey will be
arriving in Bari (not Brindisi) via a ferry from Patra, Greece. From here we pedal crosscountry to the Mediterranean, up the coast to Pompeii, to Rome to visit the Holy See (Vatican
City), then off to San Marino via Assisi. From here it’s west to the Italian Riviera via Pisa. We
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think you will enjoy Italy to the max so we have added as many days as possible. Expect plenty
of spectacular views and earned descents the entire time we are in Italy.
The majority of Italians, it seems, are frustrated race car drivers. Southern Italy is the
worse, but it really doesn’t get much better as you go north. The driving doesn’t make much
sense, at times, so just stay alert. Our experience is that a stop sign is simply a suggestion,
while a red light is something some people might consider. Of course, this conduct does not
apply to any of us. We are required to follow the rules of the road.
Vatican City
The Holy See is the world’s smallest country (.44 miles) with about 1000 permanent
residents. It’s in the heart of Rome and includes several buildings. As the seat of the Roman
Catholic Church, its revenues come from contributions and investments. The Vatican is a
“must see” while in Rome and is easily accessed from our campground.
Rome (Italy as a whole) is celebrating the Great Jubilee 2000 and is expecting 20,000,000
people from 1999 through 2000, causing a major hotel room shortage, particularly for
groups. Hence, we are camping in Rome at an excellent campground in an ideal location.
San Marino
San Marino takes up 24 square miles on the slopes of Mount Titano in the Italian Appennines,
not too far from the Adriatic Sea. San Marino is the second smallest republic in the world
and has a population of 24,000. If you are interested in becoming a citizen, you will have to
reside in San Marino for at least 30 years.
You will remember San Marino by the climb into and descent out of it’s capital, San Marino.
It’s a great place and worthy of some exploration.
France
We are in and out of France at least four separate times during Odyssey. France has about
the same population as Italy, but has 80% more space (about the size of Texas) to spread out
in. Its terrain is as varied as any country and supports such world class areas as Paris, the
Loire Valley, French Riviera, Pyrenees, French Alps, lots of wine country, etc. France also
has a great network of smaller, quiet roads, ideal for cycling.
Overall, France has a lingering reputation for rudeness, especially in Paris. Our experience
is that most folks we have met are friendly and try to speak English if they can. We are sure
many French have an attitude reflective of their reputation, but we haven’t met too many yet.
Our Southern Europe route is great. We remain along the French Riviera, including an
excellent route through the neighboring country of Monaco, until heading inland near le
Cap d’ Agde, south of Montpellier. We plan to spend 2 layover days in Carcassonne before
heading over the Pyrenees into Andorra. You will be happy to know we are using a couple of
the 1998 Tour de France roads after leaving Carcassonne.
Monaco
James Bond (007), Princess Grace, the Riviera, the rich and famous, Monte Carlo Casino, etc.
muster romantic images of this very famous country, surrounded by France on three sides.
Monaco is tiny (.75 sq. mile) and has a population of 31,000. Monaco is ranked as one of the
world’s glamorous international jet-set destinations. Our route goes within a block of the
luxurious Monte Carlo Casino, so check it out.
We are spending our layover day in Menton, France, about 11.6 kilometers south of the Monte
Carlo Casino, giving us great access to this incredible area. While exploring Monte Carlo’s
waterfront, you might put your dibs on the yacht you plan to buy after Odyssey.
Andorra
Now, here’s a place you will remember. When we leave France, the day after Easter, we will
climb over the Pyrenees into Andorra. Andorra juggles life between the French and Spanish,
favoring Spain. Andorra can be described as a large shopping center with an ultra modern spa
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on the main route to Spain. Spanish custom authorities have a field day collecting taxes on
duty-free goods purchased in Andorra.
Andorra is a landlocked mountain country nestled at the crest of the Pyrenees between
France and Spain. It’s 181 square miles (about 1/6 the size of Rhode island) contains a
population of 64,000 people. It’s appeal is its dramatic scenery, duty-free shopping and alpine
skiing. A large avalanche would wipe a lot of it out!
Karen-Ann and I spent most of the day trying to locate a hotel capable of housing our group.
Unfortunately, we were unsuccessful. Larger hotels didn’t want to set aside enough rooms
to house our group. The act of splitting our group up into two hotels that are over 100
meters apart is not a very appealing option. So we decided to head into Spain for the night.
Overall, we have an excellent plan. A short day (83 km-only 36 km of which is climbing)
allows for plenty of exploring.
Spain
Spain is large, 194,884 square miles, a little smaller than California and Pennsylvania
combined, allowing plenty of room for its 40 million inhabitants. Spain is awesome, scenic,
filled with wonderful people and first world amenities. Historically, Spain has struggled to
grow and to become a stable force in Europe. It’s a country that suffered through centuries
of decline after it’s hay day in the 15th century. After all, Spain gave us Christopher
Columbus and the Conquistadors.
Unfortunately, we are only spending a few days in Northern Spain. Only two overnight
locations before spending three nights in Barcelona. We have found a campground close to
the airport with beds in small cabins on the beach. A super place. Frequently scheduled
buses depart for the city right in front of the campground.
Gibraltar
Gibraltar is a British Crown Colony with a strong sense of independence. We loved our time
in this small country known as the Rock. Gibraltar is 2.75 miles long, .75 miles wide and 1396
ft high, filled with tunnels and caves (143) built by the British for defense purposes.
Gibraltar is also famous for its parks and ape population.
The Gibs speak Spanish and English as well as a mix called “Spanglish”, so every visitor is
confused at some point during their visit. We have located an excellent hotel on the coast
and have added a layover day for rest and exploration. Gibraltar’s airport is part of their
road system, so they stop traffic from crossing the runway when a plane lands or takes
off…pretty cool.
Spain would love to absorb Gibraltar, but it is not likely to happen. Gibs are an independent
lot and want their freedom, even though they are at the tip of Spain.
Southern Spain
We plan to begin our Southern Spain/Portugal Stage by flying into or near Gibraltar. After
another memorable layover day we will begin our travels into Spain on a somewhat circuitous
route to Lisbon (Lisboa). In Spain, our initial coastal route takes us to Malaga and beyond.
Turning inland offers us the opportunity to visit three wonderful, historic cities: Granada,
Cordoba and Seville. To maximize the experience, we have included layover days in Cordoba
and Seville.
Portugal
Portugal is a sliver of a country about the size of Indiana, bordered by the Atlantic Ocean
and Spain. Its entire population is less than New York City’s Five Boroughs. Portugal is
probably one of the poorest countries in Western Europe, but is also one of the most
interesting we will visit. After crossing the border we will visit three very significant cities:
Monsaraz, a small community which has applied for World Heritage Status, Évora which has
received World Heritage status and, of course, Lisbon. Three excellent choices.
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Geneva, Switzerland-United Nations
On August 12, TK&A was invited to speak at the United Nations in Geneva, Switzerland. We
were asked to participate in a round table discussion on Aging and Wellness co-sponsored by
the World Health Organization. Needless to say, we are very honored to have been invited to
such a prestigious event.
Unfortunately, Karen-Ann had to remain at home to accomplish Odyssey follow-up work, so I
was the one to address the group of two dozen or so people. TK&A was invited because of
Odyssey’s demographics, particularly the average age of Odyssey participants. The title of
the round table was ‘Wellness 2001: Wellness and Aging”. 1999 is the International Year of
the Older Person, and somehow, many Odyssey riders and staff fall well within this age
category. Odyssey was highlighted as a case study of how those 50 and older are choosing to
spend our lives. “Active Aging” is one of the new concepts used to promote an active lifestyle,
regardless of age, and half y’all are a textbook case.

Enclosures for June/August Memo 99
Day to day Itinerary
Stage Itineraries for:
USA/Mexico “Final” Itinerary
South America “Final” Itinerary
South Africa “Final” Itinerary
Mediterranean Europe “Final” Itinerary
Southern Spain and Portugal “Final” Itinerary
USA/Canada “Final” Itinerary
Australia “Final” Itinerary
Rose Parade 2000 web piece
Copy of Baja Daily Route Guide
Odyssey 2000® Tee-Shirt/Tyvek order Form
Rider Information Form to complete
Bruce’s Nifty Chart of Weather and Daylight Hours
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